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EMERGING

OUTREACHING
Outreach is one of the University of

activities in countries as diverse as Azerbaijan.
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Minnesota's three missions, along with

South Korea, China, and Malawi, and in

EDITOR AND COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

teaching and research. That three-part

communities as large as north Minneapolis

mission stems not only from our being the

and as small as Baudette, Minnesota. Almost

state's flagship research institution, but also

all of our work focuses on the needs of

its sole land-grant university, which comes

ordinary people, ranging from helping small,

with the requirement that we disseminate

independent retailers survive. to helping families

knowledge to the people of the state. The

find appropriate rental housing, to helping

word outreach has two distinct definitions:

suburbs develop in more sustainable ways. Our

as a noun, it means the information or

I!

outreach takes us to the leading edge of the

services provided to people in need; as a

&

changes going on in today's world, informing

!

verb. it means extending or exceeding an
expectation.
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our teaching and research in the process.
COLLEGE LEADERSHIP

We also prepare others to do this work.

As I think about the outreach we do in the College of

Our college shares with two others-the College of Food,

Design. both definitions apply. Our faculty and staff do an

Agricultural. and Natural Resource Sciences and the College of

extraordinary amount of work in, for, and with communities

Education and Human Development-the Buckman Fellowship

in the state. around the region, and across the nation and

for Leadership in Philanthropy, a program intended to equip

Thomas Fisher. dean; Marilyn Delong. associate dean far
research and outreach; Katherine Solomonson. ossoc101e dean
far academic affa,rs; Kate Maple. assistant dean far student

serv1ces
DEPA RTMENT HEADS
Renee Cheng. School of Architecture: Lance Neckar, Department
of Landscape Architecture; Becky Yust. Department afDesign.
Housing. and Apparel

the world, bringing valuable information and service to

faculty, staff. students. and alumni with the skills they need to

people and learning an enormous amount from them in

lead philanthropic projects and programs. Almost all of these

return. At the same time, our professors, staff, and students

involve community efforts that benefit large numbers of people.

all go far beyond what most people might expect from our

Current or recent Buckman fellows are involved in everything

largely free advice and service. Their work, highlighted in

from sustainability assistance and rural design to world-heritage

this issue of Emerging, stands as some of the most highly

studies and cross-cultural connections among children.

Emerplng Is published f•II •nd spr1ng semesters by the University of
Mlnnesot•·s College of Design 10< alumni. faculty. staff, and friends of the
college.

We do not just do outreach: we are continually outreaching

Send address changes to Laura Walton, 32 McNeal Hall. 1985 Buford
Avenue, Sl Paul. MN 55108.orlwalton@umn.edu.

regarded community service in the country.

COLLEGE OF DESIGN ADVISORY BOARD
Dan Avchen. Nedret Butler. BIii Chilton. Susan Hagstrum. Ted
Johnson. Ed Kodet. Tim Larsen, X1a0Wel Ma. Tom Meyer, Linda
Mona, David Mortenson. Richard Murphy. Paul Reyelts. Greg Van
Bellinger. Rich Varda, Bob Worrell

For example, William Angell, professor in housing studies

our selves, extending what we have done before and

design.umn.edu

and an extension educator, won the 2009 Excellence in

exceeding what many people expect a college like ours to be

This publication Is available In •ltematfve f0<mats upon request.
Please call 612-626-6385 or fax 612-625-1922.

Extension Award for the North Central Region from the

doing.

The University or Minnesota Is an equal opponunlty educat0< and employer.

Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities for his
work advising groups in a multistate region about radon

Thomas Fisher
Dean

mitigation in buildings. And John Carmody and his staff

Q

at the Center for Sustainable Building Research received
the college's 2009 Outstanding Outreach Award for
their work developing guidelines, tools. and databases
for government. designers. and the construction industry
to use in reducing the negative impact of buildings and
development on the environment. (See page 4.)
Equally noteworthy are the myriad outreach efforts by faculty
across all of our disciplines. We have community-based

Printed on 100 percent postconsumer fiber, processed chlorine free. FSC
recycled certified and manufactured using blogas energy.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
The fall 2009 College of Design events poster is included for the
first time inside this issue. We w/11 continue to publish the events
poster and Emerging fall and spring semesters, but to save mailing
costs, we are combining them Into one publication. Emerging and
the poster will arrive in your mailbox at the beginning of eoch
semester (September ond January).
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BAKU REMOVED FROM
WORLD HERITAGE DANGER
LIST WITH HELP FROM U

':::L

\
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HEWITT RETIREMENT

tlBRARY

Some 250 friends, colleagues, and family members
gathered at the Weisman Art Museum on June 5

Arthur Chen (Center for World Heritage Studies,

for a retirement party in honor of long-time campus

Architecture) was present at the World Heritage

master planner Clint Hewitt (Landscape Architecture).
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IC N SOLAR HOUSE
IS ON THE MOVE

· Two years of planning and construction have culminated
in a functioning ICON House, the University of Minnesota's
entry in the 2009 Solar Decathlon.

Committee's meeting in Seville, Spain, in late June when

in late August, components of the 800-square-foot house,

it was announced that the Walled City of Baku had been

powered entirely by the sun, were moved by truck from
the construction site at the University's Reuse Center to a

removed from UNESCO's List of World Heritage in Danger.

demonstration site on the St. Paul campus, 1861 Buford Place.

"After a long debate, the World Heritage Committee just
decided to remove Baku from the List of World Heritage

The house was built to be broken down into several

Sites in Danger," Chen wrote in an e-mail from Seville. "I

pieces and reconstructed on site. A simulation of the entire

am delighted to sit with Azerbaijan delegates and to share

competition. which will be held October 8-16 on the National

their joy. [The] University of Minnesota has been mentioned

Mall in Washington, D.C., will be held in September. Public

several times as a contributor to the success of this

tours will available. Once the mock competition is completed

conservation effort."

in St. Paul, the house will be disassembled and transported
to Washington, D.C., where it will be reconstructed for entry

Located in western A sia, the site in Baku, Azerbaijan, was

into the biannual international competition, sponsored by the

placed on the Danger List in 2003 after sustaining damage

Department of Energy.

in a November 2000 earthquake. As director of the Center
for World Heritage Studies, Chen spent three weeks in

See the enclosed poster for details about the University of

Baku in May 2006 working with students and faculty from

Minnesota alumni reception on October 17 at the Hirshhorn

CDes and the Azerbaijan University of Architecture and

Museum and Sculpture Garden, now headed by CDes

Construction (AzUAC) conducting preliminary research and

alumnus and new Hirshhorn director Richard Koshalek.

creating a p reservation plan for removing the site-which
Details can be found at www.solardecathlon.umn.edu.

contains structures dating back to the sixth century BCEfrom the danger list.

Intersections: Where Art Meets Fashion,

n-

•

on display through Nove mber 1 at the Goldstein
Museum of Design In McNeal Hall, has drawn a larg e
audience after opening In
July. The exhibit ce lebrates
NT ERS EC
the connections be tween
Where art and fashion lleet

I

Arthur Chen (Center for World Heritage Studies) signed copies
of The Walled City of Baku at a book release and discussion on
March 30 In Rapson Hall. The book was created in coordination
with the World H eritage Center of UNESCO.

Top: Hewttt embraces singer Greta Oglesby after IHH
performance. Oglesby starred In this summer's Guthrie
Theater's production of Tony Kushner's Caroline, or
Change. Bottom: Emeritus professor Roger Martin (left),
cofounder of the Deportment of Landscape Architecture,
reads a congratulatory /Im.rick ta Hewitt with Lance
Neckar, landscape architecture head.

art and fashion In the
Pop Art era of the 1960s,
docume nted primarily by
Items donated or lent to
the Goldstein by fashion
Journal/st and Friends of
the Goldstein founder and
long-time patron Margot
Siegel.
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TRANSFORMING THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
The Center for Sustainable Building Research takes the hard science on how the design,

I

\/~

Carmody explained. "You could say our main product is
information design." Those information products take many
forms, but are aggregated in six primary research-andservice areas: sustainable building guidelines and ratings

construction, and operation of buildings contributes to global warming, and translates it into

systems; sustainable affordable housing; building life-cycle

information on sustainab le building and products that people and communities can use.

assessments; high-performance windows and glazing;
postoccupancy building evaluations; and predesign

By Camille LeFevre

the design, manufacturing, and construction industries
to translate hard science into information on sustainable

One hardly needs a dictionary to define the term outreach.
The meaning is embedded in the word: to reach out to

assistance to communities. nonprofit organizations and
local governments.

building products and practices that people and

ENVISIONING SUSTAINABLE PROJECTS

communities can use.

Virajita Singh, a senior research fellow, leads many of the

others. But the definition also extends beyond the obvious
to more superlative meanings: "to exceed" and "to provide

"We're very good translators of the information, but there's

service beyond conventional limits." Such descriptions

a lot of research and creativity that go into that translation,"

encapsulate the exceptional outreach efforts of the Center

interdisciplinary project teams (often including students)
that have offered predesign assistance to the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources. the Duluth Farmers'
Market, the Hennepin County Energy Recovery Center,

for Sustainable Building Research (CSBR) at the University

and the Baudette Depot Preservation Project. Singh's

of Minnesota's College of Design.

teams help clients envision projects from a sustainable

"Our overall mission is basically about transformation," said

perspective and provide design options and propose

John Carmody, CSBR's director and winner of the College

funding possibilities. Whether the focus of a project

of Design's 2009 Outstanding Outreach Award. "We're

is structural stabilization or energy use, sustainable

actively addressing issues of transforming the whole

landscaping or community-based development, "we

built environment, to make sure buildings are sustainably

are sure to address core sustainability issues," Singh

designed and constructed and operate at the highest

emphasized. "We're committed to helping communities

levels of energy efficiency."

and organizations identify sustainable solutions before
they move forward."

To say CSBR's outreach goal isn't simple is to understate
William (Billy) Weber, the senior research fel low who heads
up much of CSBR's outreach in sustainable affordable

what Carmody calls the "seriousness and urgency of
the problem"-that Is, global warming, and how design,
construction, and the operation of buildings contribute to

housing, explained that his work also involves interaction

it. Science shows that the global warming trends that were
initially predicted to happen within the next 30 years will

with communities and nonprofit organizations. "A lot of

be happening In the next 10, Carmody explained. ·so we

"It's about building confidence in people's abilities to
make the right decisions about incorporating sustainable

what I do on a daily basis is relationship-driven," he said.

need to treat the transformation in how we design and
operate buildings like an emergency."

strategies into affordable housing by highlighting
successes, posting warning signs about what doesn't

Within the next decade, all new buildings and upgraded
existing buildings must operate at extremely low or even
zero-net energy use. That's a concept, and a reality, "that
can be hard for people to grasp," Carmody acknowledged.
So he and CSBR's 10 full-time research fellows work
across academic disciplines, in conjunction with funding
and government organizations, and with components of

work, and making knowledge available to people so they
can make the best choices."

CSBR director John Carmody (right) and senior research fellow
William (Billy) Weber.

\

Weber is currently expanding the Minnesota Sustainable
Housing Initiative Web site (with ongoing funding
from the McKnight Foundation), an information portal
for communities, green developers, and nonprofit

organizations, to Include best practices and technical

systems. Other information tools created by CSBR

suggestions for using green building assemblies, rating

(Haglund also designs the Web sites for her colleagues'

he continued. CSBR projects like Sustainable Building
2030 are actually "ahead of national standards

systems, and guidelines. With this Web site. and other

research) include the Athena EcoCalculator for

programs in ... developing the right tools to set the right

CSBR outreach such as the Internet-based Minnesota

Assemblies, which gives users information on the life

benchmarks, and letting people know how to do it."

Green Affordable Housing Guide, and the Single Family

cycle of various construction components in commercial,
industrial, and institutional buildings.

eagerness to network with private industry, policy makers,

Energy Efficiency Technical Assistance and Verification
Program, "We're trying to create a feedback loop of
knowledge and lessons learned in affordable housing with
regards to sustainability in Minnesota," Weber said.

CSBR is currently developing the Minnesota Greenhouse
Gas Design Calculator for Site and Building Design, which
will help designers determine the carbon footprint of their

THE PLACE FOR INFORMATION

projects. The tool is part of the upcoming Minnesota Zero-

Such forward-thinking initiatives, coupled with CSBR's
government entities, and communities, while developing
user-friendly tools to help people make green design and
product choices, have catapulted CSBR to the international
arena, as well.

Research fellow Kerry Haglund summed up CSBR's

Emission Design Protocol, which will provide methods

GREEN H OUSING IN SO UTH KOREA

outreach mission another way. "We're the place where

for evaluating and implementing zero-emission design

information on sustainable building can be organized in

strategies. It will help designers move beyond Minnesota's

CSBR was one of five research centers in the world
approached by the Center for Sustainable Housing in

a way that's beneficial and accessible to everyone." For

Sustainable Building Guidelines (83), which CSBR helped

South Korea, housed at Yonsei University, to collaborate

"Global warming trends predicted within the next 30 years will be happening in the next 10. We need to treat the
transformation in how we design and operate buildings like an emergency."
- John Carmody, director of the Center for Sustainable Building Research

example, the Efficient Windows Collaborative Web site

develop, and the U.S. Green Building Council's Leadership

on a program for green housing in that country. Through

Haglund developed and designed provides homeowners,

in Energy and Environmental Design Guidelines. and

architects, and builders with unbiased information on the

toward the carbon neutrality proposed in Sustainable

this partnership, the two centers will promote sustainable
housing and building technologies in both countries,

benefits of a wide range of energy-efficient windows.

Building 2030.

while complementing each other's research and outreach

Moreover, the site includes an easy-to-use windowselection tool that helps people across the country

The goal of this CSBR project, which Carmody described
as a Minnesota version of the national Architecture 2030

Such collaborations ·enlarge our world in the area of

choose the most energy-efficient product by region. The

project, is to significantly reduce carbon-dioxide emissions

site averages 25,000 visitors a month, Haglund said.
CSBR's book Residential Windows: A Guide to New

in all buildings by introducing and passing legislation that
establishes cost-effective, energy-efficiency performance

sustainable housing." Carmody said. "While I view us
as primarily a regional center, many of our tools and
programs are applicable at a national and International

Technologies and Energy Performance, co-authored

standards for new construction and renovated structures.

level. Conversely, we need to be aware of innovations In

by Carmody, is in its third edition. But Haglund said the

"The sustainable-building world is quickly evolving, and
we need to keep up to date and focused on performance

sustainable-design guidelines and standards outside of

Internet "is the best way to reach out to every level
of customer. whether they're individual homeowners,
manufacturers, builders, educational institutions, or
communities."
Another Web site Haglund researched and developed
focuses on windows for commercial buildings, and
includes tools for designing facades and fenestration

outcomes of buildings." Carmody said. "That's
where Sustainable Building 2030 captures people's
imaginations."
"We're moving from prescriptive standards and best
practices into a world of real performance outcomes and
measuring performance against meaningful benchmarks,"

programs on a global scale.

the U.S., because the best ideas might be coming out of
Germany or Japan or South Korea."
At the same time, the partnership with Yonsei "elevates
CSBR. and the outreach we do, to another level," Carmody
said. "It's prestigious and reflects well on not only our
work, but also on the University of Minnesota that houses
us, and the College of Design."
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sEvoN o THE CLASSROOM

Foundation of Minnesota, said Associate Professor Missy

By Eric Pringle

Bye, and 100 percent of the proceeds from the raffle ticket

Service-learning and community outreach opportunities are

Center, the show is a fundraiser for the Make-A-Wish

sales go to the organization.

integral to the graduate and undergraduate curriculum in all

The junior students' studio experience includes use of new

College of Design departments and majors, instilling an ethos

and unusual materials and techniques and the cocoa-

of public service as a key part of the design professions.

inspired concoctions fit the bill. "I also think it is really
important for our students to make connections with the

In Ozayr Saloojee and Leslie Van Duzer's freshman
architecture classes, students are required to take part in
direct service activities, such as tutoring, mentoring, or some
other kind of weekly work at a community organization

project. "Learning goes beyond the classroom."
Retail merchandising students are also engaging in projectoriented community learning activities through courses.

·we felt it was really important to expose freshman students
to one of the most important things about architectureservice to community," Saloojee said. "The impression that
I have is that the students feel that this [service learning) is
an important part of education. It certainly has been very
rewarding as a faculty member to be a part of it."

Model of Scott County by MLA student Kote Skelton

professional and the broader community," Bye said of the

Last winter, students in Assistant Professor Juanjuan Wu's

Visualizing alternative
landscape networks of
food and energy

visual retailing class (DHA 3243) worked on "Paint Uptown

Scott County, with its abundant farmland, will play

Red," which required students to work in teams to create

an important role in meeting future food and energy

a window display for an assigned retailer, combining the

needs of the Twin Cities. The challenge is that the

store's merchandise with the theme of the Go Red for

new 2030 Comprehensive Plan for Scott County was
created in 2004 before the energy and food price

Women campaign of the American Heart Association.

Last spring, Benjamin Ibarra-Sevilla. assistant professor of

Project-based service-learn Ing outreach is also part of the

architecture, led graduate students in his studio course

graphic design curriculum. Students enrolled in Identity

increases of 2008. County planners were interested in
some fresh ideas about the situation.

through the process of creating an outdoor brick oven for

Design, taught by Sue Chu, associate professor of graphic

Casa de Esperanza. a St. Paul nonprofit organization, using

design, will create a visual Identity for an organization called

A graduate regional design studio with Associate
Professor Laura Musacchio (Landscape Architecture)

traditional Latin American construction techniques. Part of

How are the Children? The goal of the suburban Ramsey

and her students provided input about how alternative

the six-week studio involved students first building, then

County initiative is to connect more kids to more adults in

modifying, the design of the oven, reversing the usual order.

places where they spend time.

food and energy landscapes could be strategically
integrated into the county. The studio learning

"This community has its roots in Latin American traditions

"Working with the group broadens our diversity

and students were exposed to them," Ibarra-Sevilla said.

partnership," Chu said, "and helps ensure that all young

"In this context of a multicultural city, it is

people have the support

important that architecture students get

they need to be safe,

exposed to different groups and cultural

secure, healthy, and

expressions. With this experience,

academically successful."

students have learned about the

incorporating service-

potential of our profession In creating a
1

difference in the community."
Third-year clothing design students get
the chance to showcase their talents in
a ·sweet" way while giving back to the
community as a part of the Chocolate
Extravaganza fashion show. Held in
November at the Minneapolis Convention

g learning projects stimulates

Ii
'i

'I
CDes architecture students work on finishing the
dome of the brick oven they helped construct
at Casa de Esperanza in St. Paul. Funding was
provided by Minneapolis architect Tom Harty.

active learning, Chu said.

·1believe it is important
for students to work with
actual clients in a classroom
setting beCause this will
help students segue into the
profession."

experience emphasized how scenario planning can be
linked from site design and planning to county-scale
planning. The studio instruction method demonstrated
how traditional design skills like making models of site
designs can be dovetailed into the use of geographic
information systems to visualize alternative landscape
networks of food and energy.
A panel of experts representing the Scott County
Planning Department, Shakopee Mdewakanton
Sioux Community, Renewing the Countryside, and
the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs reviewed
the students' proJects and provided very positive
feedback. Musacchio and her students will continue
working with the Scott County Planning Department in
fall semester 2009.
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METROPOLITAN DESIGN
CENTER: A NEW VISION

the analysis of the Twin Cities landscape, which the center has

By Adam Regn Arvidson

VI\\

Funded by the McKnight Foundation, this initiative puts

been performing since its Inception as the Design Center for

the MDC out in the community to perform site analyses,

the American Urban Landscape in 1988. He wants to look at

concept designs, landscape designs to improve storm water

the region with quantifiable measures, examining its ecological

management, and other design projects. Communities and

footprint, its degree of livability, and its overall mobility.

nonprofits apply for MDC time and are selected based on

Ignacio San Martin had never set foot in the Twin Cities
before he interviewed for the directorship of the College of

San Martin also plans to augment the center's academic

Design's Metropolitan Design Center about a year ago. Yet

program. It currently offers a certificate in urban design, and a

public benefit, community support, and a synergy with the
center's research goals.

he already includes himself when speaking of the region's

master's curriculum is in the works. San Martin hopes to open

San Martin and his research fellows are in the midst of a

problems and opportunities. ·we have spent 60 years

the certificate program to practicing design professionals,

multiagency process to re-envision the West Bank light

building freeways," San Martin said in a recent interview-we

and he is developing a variety of lectures and symposia.

meaning Twin Citians. He is concerned about low-density
sprawl, underutilized riverfront, and the automobile's
continued dominance in transportation.

rail transit station on the new University Avenue line. San
Martin feels that current road rerouting and station plans

San Martin's international credentials will be a boon to the

would negatively affect both the Seven Corners and Cedar

MDC. He has lectured at or is affiliated with universities on

Riverside entertainment districts, and would also isolate

four continents, has written and translated books in English

But he also sees some greatness, and that inspires him.

and Spanish, and, prior

"Every place I go, I hear how Minnesota has the best park

to his academic career,

system in the world," San Martin said. ·well, we have this

was in the international

wonderful system because 120 years ago a group of very

projects office at Bechtel

the planned station on Washington Avenue between
the two. The MDC's concept would establish that station
as the core of both districts: a lively transit hub with a
contemporary design.

bold and talented individuals decided to do something

Corporation, which has

The West Bank station project, with its focus on urban

important. So I keep asking myself, what should we do today

locations in more than

density and multimodal transportation, goes to the heart of

so that 120 years from now, our grandkids can remember a

20 countries.

bold group of people who also made a difference?"

San Martin's personal mission for the MDC. He sees some
problems with the way the Twin Cities region was developing,

Closer to home, the

Fresh from years in Arizona, where he taught urban design

MDC is performing

and directed an urban design laboratory in the context of an

community outreach

arid landscape, San Martin has some ambitious new goals for

through its Direct Design

the Metropolitan Design Center (MDq. He hopes to expand

Assistance Program.

MDC's concept for the West Bank transit station on the new Central Corridor light rail line

and, although that has slowed now due to economic reasons,

____...1
~

Ignacio San Martin

a rebound is inevitable.
"If in two years the boom comes again," he said, "are we
going to do anything different? That is the main question."

Birdseye view of West Bank transit station: a focus on urban density and multimodal transportation
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SMALL COLLEGE GARNERS BIG AWARDS
research with a community-based

By Eric Pringle

architecture design proposal,'' he

The College of Design may be one of the

said. Hall plans to give a lecture on

smaller colleges at the University of Minnesota,

his findings at CDes in December

but there is no lack of talent among its

2010.

students, who have been winning national

Hall said, ·1 cannot thank my studio

and University-wide awards, scholarships, and

professors enough for pushing
Evon Holl

Dull, and Ozayr Saloojee were all extremely influential."

Two CDes students are among 14 University undergraduate
and graduate students to receive Fulbright grants to pursue
study, research, or creative work in a foreign country.
Vivian Mui (BS Graphic Design '08)

will spend the year as a Fulbright
English teaching assistant at the
Hong Kong Institute of Education.
"In addition to teaching, I plan to

School of Architecture. Martha
McOuade, Ralph Nelson, Andrew

FULBRIGHT PROGRAM GRANTS

..£•

;,;~-. .
•

University alumni. Heidi Erm (BS Housing Studies '09) was
'09) was the spring 2009 recipient.
Erm's research proposal analyzed two housing policies
that deal with aging-in-place: the Livable Communities
Act in the Twin Cities and the Livable Region Strategic
Plan in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. She
said being awarded the scholarship validated that
her research was important on a broader scale. (See

continue their studies abroad.

Ann Ziebarth (Housing Studies) was Erm's faculty sponsor for
the proposal. "I have confidence that Heidi will leverage her

WALTER H. JUDD FELLOWSHIP

housing studies degree into a successful career," Ziebarth

Jessica McClurg (MArch,

said. "[She] is well prepared to take on tough challenges and

Architecture and Historical

solve critical global housing issues."

Preservation) was one of

visual communication organizations
in Hong Kong to expand my

10 University graduate and

Anderson's research proposal investigated the relationship
between architecture and society in Nicosia, a city In

professional degree students

knowledge of cross-cultural graphic

to receive a 2009 Walter H.

design theories and international design concepts." she said.

Judd International Graduate and

Hong Kong is very meaningful to her.

sponsored by John and Barbara Fibiger, both of whom are

Emerging, spring 2009, p. 7.)

volunteer for local art, design. and

Aside from being a place to research cross-cultural design,

(UROP) proposal is ranked number one. The scholarship is

Since its inception in the late 1940s, the U.S. Department

.

Vivion Mui

whose Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program

of State has sponsored the Fulbright program, which has
provided grants to more than 286,000 students wanting to

•,

.......

~

Each fall and spring semester, the College of Design's
Fibiger Scholarship for Research Is awarded to the student

the fall 2008 recipient, and Michael Anderson (BDA Arch

me to my furthest potential at the

grants over the past year.

FIBIGER SCHOLARSHIP FOR RESEARCH

Cyprus that is home to much political tension between the
governments of Greece and Turkey.

Professional Fellowship. Each

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT SCHOLARS PROGRAM

year. this highly competitive

Andrew Sundal (BS Arch '09) is

Jessica McClurg

fellowship awards students

the first CDes student to complete

"My parents both emigrated to the U.S. from Hong Kong

up to $2,000 to help offset the cost of travel, living, and

the University's Community

about 30 years ago, and as an American-born Chinese, I

academic expenses abroad.

Engagement Scholars Program.

have always been curious about my parents' birthplace and
the city in which they grew up," she said.

McClurg said she is interested in how tourism can affect a
historic site. Her decision to study in Japan was based on

Evan Hall (BS Arch '08) will spend the 2009-10 school

a desire to learn more about the culture and preservation

year studying in South Korea. He will attend the Korea

techniques.

National University and plans to research how the urban
environment in Seoul is changing.
"I will conduct interviews with architects, [do] field research
including sketches and photography, and culminate my

While studying in Japan, McClurg documented
instances of overcrowding at numerous historical sites
and noted any physical impact the overcrowding could
have on the site.

How much engagement are we
talking? "I had to complete 400
[community service] hours, six
reflectlons...take eight credits of
service-learning classes, take a

Andrew Sundal

seminar, and do a final project," he
said. Sundal worked with Leslie Van
Duzer (Architecture) and the Wilder Foundation on a Center
for Healthy Aging Program project
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Front Image: ICON Solar
House.
Top: ICON Solar House.
Bottom: Westport Meadow
House, Maryann Thompson
Architects, Westport,
Massachusetts.
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THE CHALLENGE OF
BRINGING CLEAN
WATER TO MUMBAI
By Eric Pringle

A College of Design student was part of a team of four
University of Minnesota students who recently won a
competition to help bring clean water to the slums of
Mumbai, India.
Sponsored by the Minnesota-based Acara Institute,
the Acara Challenge required participants to design a
sustainable business model for reusing or recycling water
in the Mumbai slums.

J
I

Landscape architecture graduate student Karthikeyan

5

(Karthik) Bharath Kumar and three civil engineering
students made up the team ReachOut Water Solutions,

1

and their business plan was judged the best of the six

al!

"€

teams participating in the challenge. Kumar said his
team's business plan was successful because it was both
comprehensive and realistic.
"The business plan provides a

~

This slum addresses water pressure Issues by storing the
sparse municipal water supply at the base of the hi/I, pumping
It to the homes on higher elevations through a shared and wellmanaged system of pumps and conduits.

long-term plan, identifying key
points for capital investment, an

the plan to work. they had to Identify services in the slums

idea of the spending and costs,

where key infrastructures were already routed and maintained.

and a realistic time frame for

These included a series of community toilets and other

the return on investment-both

community services run and maintained by community-

financial and social," Kumar said.

based organizations. A strong partnership with these

In May, the ReachOut Water
Solutions team traveled to Mumbai
"to see if the proposed business
model could actually survive the
scrutiny of the clients [the slum
communities], the authorities, and
the potential investors and venture
capitalists," Kumar said.
"Slums are highly inaccessible
places when it comes to
infrastructure," he continued. For

The roofs of communal
structures used
sparingly for religious
functions, such as this
shed, capture rainwater.
Mumbai receives heavy
rains for four months
a year. a resource
that hasn't been
effectively capitalized
upon, thus far.

Top: Rainwater from roofs Is chanelled Into a disused borewell
llned with filter material. This reacharged well fitted with a
hand pump {Installed by the community members), provides
a very' sustainable, supplemetary' source of woter to this slum
community. Above: Brian Bell and Karthlk Kumar (blue shirt) from
the ReachOut Team Interact with slum dwellers who explain the
stengths of their self-organized community Initiatives.

sustainable, and adaptable to the changing needs of
diverse slum communities," he said.
In addition, the team presented its findings and solution

organizations to maintain other similar infrastructure

to an official from the Indian Ministry of Science and

services was an important component of the team's plan.

Technology. The team already received $30,000 in funding
to implement the pilot project and is confident it will receive

While in Mumbai, Kumar said the team discovered
just how diverse the slum communities are, culturally,
demographically, and geographically.

approximately $90,000 more to fund the subsequent
phases. Kumar said ReachOut Water Solutions hopes to
begin actual work on both phases in Mumbai by October.

"When we were in Mumbai our objective changed

"It's important to realize that this is a social venture, and

from trying to implement a water solution to... [trying to]
understand, as comprehensively as possible, the issues and
problems related to water supply in the slums of Mumbai,
so that it may enable us to design solutions that are reliable,

the cause we are working for takes precedence over
everything else," he said. "Essential services are not
available to these people, and we are looking for the most
sustainable way to provide it for them."

AWARDS
William Angell (Housing

Studies: Midwest Universities
Radon Consortium) was given
the Association of Public and
Land-Grant Universities 2009
Excellence in Extension Award
for the North Central Region for
his work In radon mitigation.

Kristin Raab. and Cynthia

event was sponsored by the

Lapp were recognized with

University's Office for Public
Engagement

Outstanding Student Awards:
Scott Bradley (BLA '78) was

recognized with the Public

Congratulations to the recipients

Service Award; and Anna

of the 2009 College ofDeslgn

Claussen (Landscape Arch;

awards.

MLA '07) received the H. W. S.

►

Outstanding Teaching
Award: Tasoulla Hadjianni
(Interior Design)

Cleveland Award.

Lonnie Broden (DHA)
was selected as the 2009

►

Outstanding P&A Award:

Minnesota chapter of the Society

Jodie Double (Digital

of Architectural Historians at the

Design: Reducing the Use

Collections + Archives)

group's annual meeting in March.

of Hazardous Substances in

► Outstanding CS/BU Award:
Kevin Groenke r,N. L. Hall
Workshop)
►

Nancy Miller (CWHS. Arch) was

also elected to the board.

(Apparel Design)

Twenty College of Design faculty

Outstanding Graduate

members won $3,000 imagine

Student Award: Ange Tank
(Graphic Design)

University's $1.3 million Imagine

APPOINTMENTS

William Conway's (Architecture)

Joanne Eicher, (regents

firm, Conway+Schulte Architects.

professor emerita, DHA) was

and design is available to
►

named a fellow of the Costume

An Exploration of Tibetan

Society of America in May.

Buddhist Spatial Practices"

Dean Tom Fisher served as
an adviser to the Minnesota

on the Connections master plan,

Orchestral Association's search

which describes a new vision
of MacArthur Park, the oldest

In Minneapolis. The Orchestra
selected Kuwabara Payne

Architects/AIA also recognized

received a President's Volunteer
Service Award for her work
in Kyrgyzstan. Daly taught
sustainable practices through
their textile craft economies by

Documenting Innovation in

"Balthazar Korab: Architect

dyeing, felt-making designs.

Museum of Design) was

and marketing techniques for a
Commemorative print for the 2009 Uptown Art Fair by Lonnie
Broden (DHA)

Exhibition"
►

►

►

recognized as an Outstanding
Partner In Engagement
during the 2008--09 yearend open-house celebration
of Community-University
Partnerships in April. The

►

Benjamin Ibarra-Sevilla

selected by the Institute of

(Arch) "Studies in Fabrorum

Museum and Library Services

Geometry: Stonecutting
and Its Application In
Architecture·

"Stewardship of America's
Marcy Schulte (Arch) was

Lucy Dunne (Apparel
Design) "Wired Aesthetics·
New Frontiers in Clothing
Design"

to attend a national forum titled

John Koepke (Landscape
Outstanding Research

Legacy: Answering the Call to

Award: Karen LaBat (Apparel
Design)

Action." In Buffalo, New York. in
June.

Outstanding Outreach
Award: John Carmody
(Center for Sustainable
Building Research)

Laura Weber (Communications)
was elected president of
the board of directors of the

Urbanism? An American
Perspective·
►

►

Cynthia Jara (Arch) "Archival

Travel for the Forest Hills
Experiment"
►

►

Lance LaVine (Arch) "PlaceEmpathetic Architecture"
Barbara Martinson (Graphic

Ozayr Saloojee (Arch) "(in)

formal Architecture: Race.
Identity, and Belonging
in South Africa's Minority
Communities"
►

Leon Statkowskl (Arch)

"Minnesota Buildings and
Landscapes: Field Research

Practices"
John Comazzi (Arch)
of Photography-a Traveling

Lin Nelson-Mayson (Goldstein

"What Is So Extraordinary

Architectural and Design
►

Julia Robinson (Arch)

About Dutch Housing and

Renee Cheng (Arch)
"Next Generation Practice:

Family Consortium. Her proJect

introducing methods of natural

American Society of Landscape
Architects with the Lob Pine
Award. Landscape Architecture
graduate students Kathryn
Skelton. Matthew Kocian.

►

of the Children. Youth, and

Housing-Translating Research
Into Practice."

Book"
►

Weider Technology into

Is "Toward Culturally Sensitive

village women economically

Architecture of Thought

Apparel Design Practice"

Tasoulla Hadjiyanni (Interior
Design) was named a fellow

Missy Bye (Apparel Design):

Andrzej Piotrowski

(Arch) "Publication of the

Blaine Brownell (Arch)

"The Integration of Ultrasonic

(KPMB) for the project.

Kate Daly (Retail Merchandising)

Arch) was recognized by the
Minnesota chapter of the

►

McKenna Blumberg Architects

the plan with a 2009 Design
Citation.

►

"Matter in the Floating World"

renovation of Orchestra Hall

Arkansas. The Boston Society of

tourist economy.

►

for an architect to design a

municipal park in Little Rock.

Public Work of Gertrude
Jekyll"

Ritu Bhatt (Arch) "Everyday

Aesthetics and Cognition:

Kristine MIiier (Landscape

Arch) "Almost Home: The

tenured faculty at the University.

received a 2009 Minnesota
Society of Landscape Architects

Wine, and Back Again"
►

Fund Annual Awards. The

chapter of the American
(MASLA) Merit Award for its work

Steven McCarthy (Graphic

From Irish Blood to French

GRANTS

Fund for the arts, humanities.

Commemorative Print Artist for
the Uptown Art Fair.

Dyeing and Printing"
►

Design) "Intense Ruby Red:

Outstanding Undergraduate
Student Award: Elyse Olson

►

Design) "Sustainable Surface

for Book"
►

Marc Swackhamer

(Arch) "Open Source Wall
Appllcatlon·
►

Leslie Van Duzer (Arch)

►

Stephen Weeks (Arch)

"Beautiful Misconceptions"
"Building the Extraordinary
Ordinarily"
►

Juanjuan Wu (Retail
Merchandising) "From the
Imperial to the Modern: 20thCentury Chinese Fashion
and Design"

Eunice Haugen (Goldstein
Museum of Design) is the

principal investigator on a
$150,000 grant from the
Institute of Museum and
Library Services in support

\
of the Goldstein Museum
of Design's project entitled
"Preserving Heritage Through
Environmental Monitoring."
Roger Martin (Landscape

Arch, emeritus) received a
professional development grant
from the University Retirees
Association for his "Illusion in
Exterior Space: Perception
Manipulation and Place Making
on the Land" project
Ignacio San Martin (Arch, Metropolitan Design Center) is the
principal investigator on a grant
from the McKnight Foundation
to support the Metropolitan
Design Center's Direct Design
Assistance program.
Billy Weber (Center for
Sustainable Building Research)
is the principal Investigator on
a contract from the Southwest
Minnesota Housing Project
for a Center for Sustainable
Building Research project titled
"Cherry Ridge Energy Efficiency
Evaluation."

PUBLICATIONS
John Carmody's (Center for
Sustainable Building Research)
views appear In the May-August
2009 issue of momentum
magazine, published by the
University's Institute on the
Environment Carmody writes
about the need to extend
the Leadership In Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)
Green Building Rating System
to "focus on real performance
metrics and outcomes, not just
on best practices."
Dean Tom Fisher published
"Our Fracture-Critical World" in

the May-August 2009 Issue of

Congress In Burnie, Tasmania, the
Alexanders Investigated native
Tasmanian plant fibers In making
handcrafted papers with 10 local
papermakers.

momentum magazine, published

by the University's Institute on
the Environment. The article Is
an abbreviation of a chapter of
Fisher's forthcoming book on
the l-35W bridge collapse. to be
published by the University of
Minnesota Press in spring 2010.
Fisher also published an op-ed
piece, "Needed: Design in the
Public Interest," in the May 1,
2009, issue of the Chronicle of

James Boyd-Brent (Graphic

Design) gave a guest lecture,
"The Expressive Surface:
Printmaking in the Early
Twentieth Century." In May
at the Thrivent Gallery of
Religious Art in Minneapolis.
The presentation opened the
"Modern Impressions: Color and
Expression In Twentieth-Century
Religious Prints" exhibition
that runs through the end of
September.

Higher Education.

Clint Hewitt (Landscape Arch)

coauthored a chapter in the
recently published Campus
Recreational Sports Facilities

for the National IntramuralRecreational Sports Association.
Hewitt's coauthor was Jim
Turman, director of recreational
sports and assistant vice provost
for student affairs.
Kim Johnson (Retail Merchandising) published two articles In
retail merchandising Journals.
"Identifying Characteristics of
Consumers Who Frequently
Return Apparel" was coauthored
with Minjeong Kang (PhD candidate, Retail Merchandising) and
published In volume 12, issue 1,
of the Journal ofFashion Marketing and Management. "Rural
Consumers' Online Shopping
for Apparel, Food. and Home
Furnishings Products as a Form
of Outshopping· was written with
several coauthors and published
in volume 27, issue 1, of Clothing
and Textiles Research Journal.

Marc Swackhamer (Arch) and
his HouMinn practice partner
Blair Satterfield's design for Draft
House was featured on the
Dwell magazine Web site. They

Draft House design by HouMinn partners Marc Swackhamer
(Arch) and Blair Satterfield

have entered their
design for Draft
House to Hometta,
a Houston company
that commissions
and sells plans
for ·compact
sustainable homes
designed by
leading modern
architects,"
according to Dwell.

St. Hubert's Lodge, photographed for
Historic American Building Survey, 1934

Laura Weber
(Communications) published

a profile of St. Hubert's Lodge
in the summer 2009 issue
of Minnesota History, the
magazine of the Minnesota
Historical Society. St. Hubert's
Lodge (1856) in Frontenac Is
Minnesota's only remaining
French American galleriedstyle house.

EXHIBITIONS
AND
PRESENTATIONS
Harold A. Alexander (DHA
emeritus) and Marjorie A
Alexander presented a two-day
papermaking workshop in Little
Swanport, Tasmania, in April.
Following participation in the
International Association of Paper
Makers and Paper Artists OAPMA)

Jeff Crump (Housing Studies)
and Leslie Van Duzer (Arch)
participated in the University's
Institute for Advanced Studies
(IAS) 2009-10 Research and
Creative Collaboratives. Crump
took part In an April 20 discussion
at Nicholson Hall titled "The
Political Economy of Financial
Crisis: From Nicollet Mall to Wall
Street." and Van Duzer presented
"Beautiful Mlsperceptlons:
Illusions In Architecture and
Magic" on April 24 at the Nolte
Center.
Marilyn Del ong (associate

dean, Apparel Design), Joanne
Eicher (regents professor
emerita, DHA). and Juanjuan
Wu (Retail Merchandising) gave
presentations at the Shanghai
International Fashion Forum as
part of the Shanghai International
Fashion Culture Festival In late
April. Delong was a Judge for
design competitions at the festival,
and both she and Eicher were
featured on the Life and Fashion
Channel of Shanghai Television

In Interviews about the state
of Chinese fashion within the
lntematlonal context
Joanne Eicher (regents
professor emerita, DHA)
presented "Kalabarl Dress
of Nigeria as an Example of
Cultural Authentication" In April

Marilyn Delong, left, Joanne
Eicher. second from right,
and Juanjuan Wu, far right,
at the Shanghai International
Fashion Forum where they
each gave presentations

at McNeal Hall In conjunction
with the Goldstein exhibition
"Expressions of Stability and
Change: Ethnic Dress and
Folk Costume." Earlier Eicher
provided concluding comments
at the Program of African Studies
conference, "African Dress.
Popular Culture, and Social
Action," held at Northwestern
University in March.
Dean Tom Fisher participated in
"Expanding Architecture: Design
as Activism," a panel discussion
held March 19 In the Steelcase
Worklife Center at the Chicago
Merchandise Mart.
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Chris Schllchtlng's (Student

plea
put
re

Laura Houghton (Housing

Amsterdam, Netherlands: and

with her illustrations for the

SeNlces) choreographic work

Studies) "Household and

Lyon, France, to InvestIgate light

was picked up by the SCUBA

Community Response to

rail public transportation systems

award-winning children's book
Extraordinary Women from

Touring Network, a partnership

Annual Flooding in Rural

between Velocity Dance Center

Bolivia"

of Seattle, ODC Theater in San

o:

Projects, and the Southern

Landscape·

Environment"

John Albers (BA Arch '68:

recently presented a paper titled
"Vaishnava Ecology: Lessons
for the Future from an Ancient
Faith" at the Religion and

the same conference Martin

Stephanie Zollinger (all Interior

presented another paper,

Design) presented the panel

"Engaging Adolescents wrth

"Stimulating Creativity-Writing in

Interior Design." with coauthor

the Interior Design Curriculum·

Kari Ihle (Interior Design graduate

Leslie Van Duzer (Arch)

at the Interior Design Educators

student), based on the University

participated in a panel

Council meeting in St Louis,

Summer Youth Program course

discussion on human rights at

Missouri. In March

they developed for 12- to 15-year-

the Nolte Center In March. The

Ecology session of the Upper
Midwest regional meeting of the
American Academy of Religion/
Society of Biblical Literature

olds, taught by them during

discussion centered around the

summer 2008 and 2009.

performance of Uncivil Wars

a paper. "Risky Appearance

Echo Home. was selected

by David Gordon and his Pick
Up Company. which was based
on Bertolt Brecht's play Round

Management Behaviors:

for "HOME: Origins. Places.
and Connections." a national

with Deterrence with Young

Juried exhibit at the Attleboro

STUDENTS

Women; at the Popular Culture

Arts Museum in Attleboro.

Several College of Design

Association annual meeting held

Pennsylvania.

in New Orleans. Louisiana
Jean McElvain (Goldstein

Caren Martin (Interior Design)
presented "Comparison of CIDA
Professional Standards and

undergraduates participated
in the University's 2009

Museum of Design) spoke
on the designer Valentino's

NAAB Conditions," coauthored

background, his inspiration,
and his life as a designer

with Michael Kroelinger
(Arizona State University),
and acknowledged as one
of the top 10 papers Juried for
presentation at the 2009 Interior
Design Educators Council QDEq

in an address titled "Who
is Valentino?" before the
screening of Valentino: The
Lost Emperor on June 18 at
the Oak Street Cinema In
Minneapolis.

Undergraduate Research
Symposium in April
►

►

►

Opus Architects & Engineers,

executive director of Public

first place in the screen-based

announced his retirement

Architecture. was invited to the

works section of the Association

from the A&E arm of the Opus

White House for a special arts

for Computing Machinery's

Group In June. Albers was the

policy briefing and planning

John Cary (BA Arch '99),

Special Interest Group on

meeting. Additionally,

Graphics and Interactive

the Rockefeller

Techniques (SIGGRAPH)

Foundation named
Cary a fellow-in-

~

residence at its
Bellaglo Center this fall
Andy Erikson (BS
Graphic Design '09),

winner last year of
Rooftop Comedy's

Screen shot of Robert Fraher's
(MFA Interactive Design
candidate) "Type Space v.1,•
an exploration of typography
In three-dimensional space

Kristen Hel/e's (MFA Interactive Design
'08; DHA PhD candidate) artwork was
featured In the Apr/I Issue of Minnesota
Women's Press

Rusty Nail Award, was
named MVP of the
University's comedy
team. which won
Rooftop Comedy's

lead architect of the Mariucci

2009 National College

Arena and has seNed as a

Competition.

SpaceTime Student Competition
and Exh1b1tion for his entry "Type

guest lecturer at the School of

Space v1," an exploration of

Architecture.

typography in three-dimensional
space.

Heba Amin (MFA Interactive
Design '09) was profiled in
the May issue of Minnesota

Eyes on New Buildings·

Design Center's 2009

Womens Press and designed
the issue's cover Amin also

Jennifer Dens (Arch)

MDC Undergraduate Travel
Scholarship winners. Hanson
wm research dMsion in urban
landscapes In Nicosia, Cyprus.
and SL Paul, Minnesota. Lukes
will travel to Dublin, Ireland;

published "Fragmented City:
Visualizing the City-Psyche
Relationship o f Cairo" in
the spring 200 9 edition of
med1a-N and was featured In
the Star Tribune In April along

Heidi Erm (Housing Studies)
"Aging-In-Place Policies"

platinum-certified house in
Rhode Island

MArch '72), president of

Woody Hanson and Austin
Lukes are the Metropolitan

Auditorium: Historical Symbol
of the University"

Louise Brodman (BArch '80)

Design candidate) was awarded

Meghann Coyle (Arch) "Old

"Northrop Memorial

grant, as one of 10 recipients out
of 800 applicants.

Robert Fraher (MFA Interactive

Heads and Pointed Heads.

Identifying Factors Associated

received a Rhizome Commission

has designed the first LEED

ALUMNI

Guerin, Caren Martin, and

Design) artist's book. House

issue of Minnesota Women '.s

Press.

that Redefine Our Physical

International Conference. At

Merchandising) presented

artwork was featured In the April

choreographers to new

Tasoulla Hadjiyannl, Denise

Steven McCarthy's (Graphic

Nora Ronningen (Arch)

Design '08, DHA PhD candidate)

"Transmaterial: Materials

Sustainable Building Research)

Son (PhD candidate. Retail

►

the Mushm World. Amin also
Kristen Helle's (MFA lnteraetive

partnership introduces emerging

Virajita Singh (Center for

Merchandising) and J1hyeong

Shlng Mel Leung (Arch)
"Designing an Urban

audiences.

Kim Johnson (Retail

►

Francisco. Philadelphia Dance
Theater In Minneapolis. The

Steven McCarthy's (Graphic Design) artist's book, H ouse
Echo Home, was selected for "HOME: Origins, Places, and
Connections" a national juried exhibition.

►

Kari Frankowskl's (BS Graphic

Design ·02) video, ID Processes:

Rop1d Prototyping, is featured
on industrial design Web
sites Core77 and boingboing
Gadgets. Frankowski's video
explains rapid prototyping
processes for industrial
designers and was originally
shot for the 2007 Goldstein
Museum of Design exhibition,
"Here by Design 3."

Amy Michelle Freeman (BS

Facilities: Proceedings of

Pioneer Press. Sonia suffered

Retail '98) and her company.

the International Solar Food

severe brain damage when she

SoHo Exchange, were featured

Processing Conference.

in the Take 5 section of the

January 2009, Indore, India;

was 14 months old, and Diane
wrote a fairy tale based on her

April 2009 Issue of Twin Cities

"Architectural Active Solar

daughter, recently published as

Luxury and Fashion magazine.

Energy Reflector Collector

Princess Sophia's Gifts.

Studies." Solar 2008 American
Sarah French (Clothing Design
'06), Megan Wannarka (Clothing
Design '06), and current student
Stacy Wenzel (Clothing Design)

worked on a production of

Solar Energy Society
Conference. San Diego,
California; and "BuildingIntegrated, Non-Imaging
Trough Cooking Systems."

William Shakespeare's

Solar Cooker Review, March,

Hamlet for 3AM Productions,

Richard Koshalek (BA Arch
'65. MA Art History '68). the
new director of the Hlrshhorn
Museum, was profiled In
the April 29 issue of the
Washmgton Post.

Vol. 14, Number 1. 2008.
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Waikiki Shopping Plaza design by Matt GIibertson 's (BA
Arch'BS, MArch '92) design firm, MGA Architecture

Living room view of Jason Weinbeck's (BA Arch '01) renovated
home featured In the summer 2009 Issue of Atomic Ranch

Matt Gilbertson's (BA Arch '85.

Liz Homer (BS Graphic

Christopher Monson (BArch

France. It Included the narration

MArch '92) Honolulu design firm,

Design '07) was featured in

'87), associate professor at
the School of Architecture at
Mississippi State University
(MSU). received the 2009
John Grisham Master
Teacher Award for teaching
excellence, the highest honor
given for teaching at MSU.

of a letter written by Parker,

MGA Architecture, has finished

the March 2009 issue of the

the design for a four-story,

AIGA Minnesota newsletter's

29,655-square-foot addition to

"Spotlight" section. Homer is

Waikiki Shopping Plaza.

associate director for emerging
designers and design traffic

Former architecture faculty
member Joel Goodman

manager for Student Unions
and Activities at the University.

(BArch '66) sends word
of his recent publications:
"Building Size-Fixed
Reflector CPC Troughs and
Bowls for Food Processing

Designer committee. He took

regarded expertise in wetland

second place In the University
of Wisconsin-Stout's "Sketch-

assessment, Impact mitigation,
and restoration, and acted as

Off" fundralslng competition
In March 2009 and presented

of major planning decisions.

an expert witness in a number

"A Creative Career In Graphic
Design" during that university's

Jaroslav (Jerry) Korsunsky

spring 2009 mini-lecture series.

(BArch '54) died March 30

Sarah Susanka (MArch '83;

CALA commencement speaker

Korsunsky worked as an
architect at Ellerbe Becket

'02; CALA alumni award

before branching out and

in Minneapolis at age 83.

recipient) has coauthored a

starting his own firm in his

book, Not So Big Remodeling,

basement recreation room in

which was featured in a USA

1964. He later teamed up with

Today article by Wendy Koch in

classmates Ron Krank and

March. Susanka is the author of

Ron Erickson to form KKE, an

the 1998 book The Not So Big

architectural firm that designed

House.

many nursing homes, schools,

Winslow Wedin (BArch

and community centers. as well
as the Mall of America.

'59) continues to provide
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Minnesota Public Radio's Midday

the Allied landing at Normandy,

Fi'•

.. ._,, ...

Arch retired) was featured on

report on the 65th anniversary of

Minneapolis Theatre Garage.

l,~l

Leonard Parker (BArch '48;

program in June as part of a

which played in May at the

♦

Lyndsie Nash (formerly Lyndsie
Hakala; BS Clothing Design '00)
has moved to freelance apparel
design. Nash worked at the
North Face for about seven and
a half years, and later headed
design for Mission Playground. a
sustainable sportswear company.
She was featured in the March/
April 2009 issue of Textile Insight.

Dennis Mulvey (BArch '76) has

who helped liberate Dachau.
Parker was on the School of

Barbara Johnson Schnelle

commercial, hospitality, and

(BS DHA. related arts, with

residential areas. Wedin recently

distinction '50) died in Edina,

donated five boxes of archival

Minnesota, of natural causes

material and a biography about

on March 13. Schnelle was

his father, ElofWedln ~901-83),

a student of the Goldstein

to the Minnesota Historical

sisters and donated a number

Society, which has a number of

of garments and accessories

paintings by the elder Wedin in

to the Goldstein Museum of

Its collection.

Design. She was employed

Jason Welnbeck's (BA Arch '01)

home is featured In an eightpage story In the summer 2009

Christmas Lake.Just south of
Lake Minnetonka. was featured

Leonard Parker Associates (now
known as PDI World Group) In

died last year at his home

Minneapolis In 1958.

graduation Haines established

Construction as senior vice
president of the firm's Midwest

'90) is a founding member of
AIGA Minnesota's new Veteran

and his wife built In 1950 on

In Better Homes and Gardens

Norman Haines (BLA '80)

and her wheelchair-using
daughter. Sonia. were profiled
in the March 31 issue of the

George Swan, Jr. (BArch '43)

Pennies: Sweat Equity Pays Off
In a Big Way In Minnesota."

Eero Saarlnen, and established

Patrick Redmond (MA DHA

department stores.

died In July. The home Swan

DEATHS

Joined Adolfson and Peterson

at Dayton's and Donaldson's

Issue of Atomic Ranch. The
name of the article is "Pinching

Architecture faculty for more
than 30 years, worked with

Diane Hovey (MS DHA '93)

Division.

architectural services in the

In Rockville, Maryland. After
Haines Land Design, providing
landscape design and
land-use planning services.

In 1954. During his professional
architecture career Swan
focused on schools, hospitals,
and medical office buildings.
In his private practice he
frequently experimented with
passive solar and other energy
efficient design concepts.

He d eveloped a highly
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A peek at two CDes alumni
who are applying their design
education in different fields
from what they studied
DAVID SCHELLINGER (BED '95,
MArch '96)

He has recently started designing

historical sites from the mid-19th century

utilized frequently at a service-oriented

and implementing slgnage and way-

through today.

organization like the NPS.

finding systems In projects ranging
from hospitals, universities, and airports
around North and South America .
"You name it, I do it-all in the name
of better communications in the built
environments." Schellinger said.

ABBY SUE FISHER (PhD, DESIGN,
HOUSING, AND APPAREL '92)

degree- in city planning and urban design
from the University of California-Berkeley.
Schellinger's firstjob after his schooling was
as an urban designer for a San Francisco

Landscape Architecture Alumni ReunionASLA Chicago, Friday. Sept 18

American Craft Council Conference 2009Tours and champagne brunch, Sunday. Oct 18.

Apparel in 1992.

Zandra Rhodes Lecture-British fashion Icon at
the Ordway Center for Performing Arts, Sept 24

College of Design exhlbltion-AIA-Mlnnesota
Convention. Nov. 10-13.

After completing
her doctorate,

The Ultimate Homecoming-College of Design
alumni reception at Station 19 and stadium tours.
Sunday. Oct. 4.

Fisher did

her dissertation

Reach out and connect with alumni and professionals from across the University with these

the Minneapolis

social and professional networking tools.

Institute of Arts and the Textile Museum In
Washington, D.C. A friend then notified her
of a Job opening for the Midwest regional

that ultimately led him to start his own
business-lowercase productions (lcp)-in
2005, with offices in both San Francisco and
Sheboygan. His clients include architects,
cities, neighborhoods, and developers. He
helps market their firms and services so they
can win competitions and proposals.

SOCIAL NETWORKING

and Interned at

museum specialist position with the

Schellinger said it was this experience

Housing Alumni Gala-Friday, Nov. 13.
AIA Student Forum and Beaux Arts BallDec. 29, 2009-Jan. 1, 2010.

research in Spain
and Mexico for

firm. "After a few years," Schelllnger said,

their clients."

FALL ALUMNI GATHERINGS

Solar Decathlon- Alumni reception and tour in
Washington. DC., Saturday, Oct 17.

"I started to evolve my role with the firm to
focus on different graphic communications
both for the architecture firm itself as well as

interdisciplinary and I was able to take a
variety of classes all across campus."

College of Design Mentor Program-Apply now
for Nov. 1, 2009-April 16. 2010 session.

After obtaining a bachelor's degree In

California to pursue another master's

data, conducting and analyzing research.
and communicating with others, skills

Fisher, a native of Highland Park, Illinois,

Department of Design, Housing, and

Wisconsin, packed up and moved to

said. "The courses I took were so

Check out our new lectures and events poster inserted in this edition of Emerging. More

a Ph.D. in textiles and clothing from the

David Schellinger, originally of Sheboygan,

job, including organizing and processing

information is available online at design.umn.edu/events.

who had been living in the Bay Area ,

architecture at the University of Minnesota,

"I absolutely loved my time In DHA
[Design, Housing, and Apparel)." Fisher

A passion for textiles led Abby Sue

to return to her Midwest roots to earn

environmental design and a master's of

Fisher said her Ph.D. work prepared her
for the demands and responsibilities of her

National Park Service (NPS) in Nebraska,
and she has worked with the organization
ever since.
Fisher currently holds the position of
supervisory curator of museum collections
at the Golden Gate National Recreation
Area in San Francisco. The collection
encompasses a wide variety of artifacts,
Including original FBI evidence from
the 1962 Alcatraz escape, as well as
photographs, maps, documents, and

LINKEDIN

FACEBOOK

www.l1nkedin.com
Search for

wwwfacebook.com
Search for

I U of M College of Design
I University of Minnesota Alumni Association

I U of M Design
I Goldstein Museum of Design
I University or Minnesota Alumni: University of

TWITTER.COM
twitter.com/

I College of Design/U of M Design
I Department or Landscape Architecture ,
UMNLandArch

I Goldstein Museum of Design/goldsteinmuseum
I U of M News /UMNews

SLOGS AND NEWS FEEDS
I CDes MEMO blog.lib.umn.edu/cdescomm/
cdes_memo/

I UMNews httpJ/INww1.umn.edu/news/

Minnesota

I University of Minnesota
I University or Minnesota Legislative Network

GOLDPASS
goldpass.umn.edu
U of M onllne database linking students and
alumni with employers and job and internship
opportunities across the country
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STUDY ABROAD EXPERIENCES BRING NEW
PERSPECTIVES

V
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Samantha Fung
BS Retoil Merchandising. Management

Every year College of Design students journey abroad to live in and experience other cultures, returning

Hometown: St. Paul, Minnesota
Program: International Education of Students Abroad,
Milan, Italy

with new perspectives about how to solve problems and about their own place in the world as global

"I studied in the IES program in Milan, the center of

citizens. As one student put it, "If one is open-minded, there are many ways to devise a solution" to a design

Industrial and fashion design and business in Italy.

problem. All of the students described here have received private funds that helped support their education

The courses I took exposed me to the entire spectrum

and made study abroad possible. For instance, John Steingraeber has received support from the KKE-Ron

of design through field trips, speakers, and design
exhibitions. I also was a part-time intern at the United

Krank Vision Fellowship and from the Sullivan Family Fellowship.

States General Consulate in the department of public
affairs. Although I had hoped for a design-related

Four College of Design stud ents describe their study abroad experiences here.

internship, I learned it was possible to apply design skills

Shona Mosites

courtyard of Sultanahmet, Istanbul's famed Blue Mosque,

BS Interio r Design

and knowledge in any workplace. i also tutored two

and lay out our drawings and sketchbooks and discuss

Hometown: Cottage Grove, Minnesota
Program: May term in Paris, France

students in English and built strong relationships with

techniques, opportunities, and the events of the day.

Shona lived in Paris for a month and studied Gothic

"These days, an American traveling in a Muslim country

architecture. "This was my first time traveling abroad on

has much to ponder. I was consistently awestruck at how

studying abroad

my own. Paris is somewhere I've always wanted to go. It

the great mosque architect Sinan used the power of

stretched me

was hard to focus on homework while in a city like Paris,

empty space to create real presence."

and challenged

them and their
families. Living and

my own personal

knowing all that was going on around me."
In her Gothic architecture class, she focused on furniture,
preparing her for her upcoming history of furniture class.

John Stelngraeber
Master ofArchitecture

Hometown: Lacrosse, Wisconsin
Program: May term In Istanbul, Turkey, with architecture
faculty member Ozayr Saloojee

"This drawing course focused on the clash between
tradition and
modernity in Istanbul,
a city that provided

self-awareness,

BS Apparel Design

Hometown: Oconomowoc, Wisconsin
Program: semester at Accademia ltaliana, Florence,
Italy, with students from other
American and European
universities

and watercolor
representation. Each
day at 6 p.m.,just
after the call to prayer,
From John Steingraeber's Istanbul
ske tchbook

Samantha Fung at M Iia n's Missorl
m etro stop with other students

and appreciation of
differences."

FUNDING STUDY ABROAD

Fashion, Magnus said, is

Although the University works hard to make

universal: found in every culture,
every language, and every

experience abroad programs affordable, travel
inevitably adds to a student's financial burden.
Generous donors who provide scholarship or

country. "At Accademia ltaliana,
a school across from the Pitti

fellowship support help make such programs
attainable. As tuition continues to rise, private support
becomes important.

Palace in Florence, I took a

incredible inspiration
for graphite, ink,

our group would
reconvene in the

independence,

Carey Magnus

tailoring studio and studied
collection theory, 20th-century
fashion history, and Italian
language and literature. These
classes helped strengthen my
skills as a designer, showing
me there are many ways to
approach a problem."

Carey Magnus, apparel
design stude nt, outside
Ac cademia ltallana In
Florence

Scholarships and fellowships provide critical suppo rt
to College of Design students. To make a gift for
student support or to establish a named fund, please
contact Sue Danielson Bretheim, Interim director of
development, 612-624-1386 or danle002@umn.edu.

WATER AS GLOBAL
RESOURCE
by Eric Pringle

COLLEGE OF DESIGN
lJI\ l \rU{S IT Y 01• l\ lI NNI SOTA
32 McNeal Hall
1985 Buford Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108

Sandra Rolph (MLA '07). Sean Jergens (BED '02, MLA
'05), and Jenny Salita (MLA '08) created artwork for
the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum's latest exhibit,
"Waterosity: Go Green with a Splash." Their piece, "Global
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Spydrology," explores the connection between people,
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plants, and water. (Spydrology is a combination of spiral and
hydrology.)
Rolph, Jergens, and Salita's work features galvanized metal
pipes that represent the amount of fresh water consumed
daily per capita in 12 different countries around the world. The

the budget," Rolph said. "Then it took about three or four
weekends of actual grunt work to complete this spring."

Rolph feels that the piece is an eye-opening addition to the
Waterosity exhibit. "As a country, we are relatively water-rich
and we really take our water resources for granted," she

nine columns of fresh water that one American uses in one

Jergens said creating a piece that was educational and

said. "We don't realize how other countries with poor access

day is a stark contrast to the one column or less used daily

included a message about the importance of water was

to water have to deal with that shortage.. .it was kind of

per capita in Kenya and the Democratic Republic of Congo.

a main goal of the group. ·we wanted something with

shocking-even we were stunned when we put up the USA

drama and a rea l presence that would emphasize the

pipes and saw how much that really was."

According to Rolph, she and her partners only had a
month to come up with a design idea and submit it to the
arboretum. Their creation was one of 10 selected by the

enormity of the issue of water use and conservation on a
global scale," he said.

The goal of the Waterosity exhibit (www.arboretum.umn.edu/
waterosity) is to inform people of the importance of water

arboretum out of 70 entries.

"This exhibit is important because fresh water is a resource

conservation. The three components of the exhibit include

"After we found out our piece was going to be in the exhibit,

that every person in the world needs, yet it is distributed

"Intriguing Art in the Garden," "Harvest Your Rain," and "Cutting

we had all w inter to plan and refine the design based on

very unevenly around the world," Jergens said.

Edge on Lawns." The exhibit runs through October 4, 2009.

